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1 17105726
CHANDAN 

KUMAR PASWAN
How to login with my id You cannot Login, You can check your score by visiting www.mancerbvm.com No Change

2 17101295 Siddharth Shankar

Hi ,
I have viewed the status of my application and i found the following Remarks given against my name.

Candidate doesn't have Education higher than Bachelor’s degree in
Computer Science / IT / Electronics or higher than Master’s degree (full time) in Computer Application

Here i like to state that I have completed Full Time Master Of Computer Application (MCA) from Birla 
Institute of Technology Mesra Ranchi. I had already uploaded all the documents. Again i am sending you 
all the document for Re-validation.

Please find them as an attachment.
Do let me know if you need any thing more.

Essential Criteria is Bachelor’s degree or higher (full time) in Computer Science / 
IT / Electronics OR Master’s degree (full time) in Computer Application. Hence if 
someone qualifies on the basis on MCA degree and he doesn't have higher 
course certificate than MCA. He will not be awarded additional marks for Higher 
Education Section

No Change

3 1710886 Shekhar Suman

But I have worked in Urban Development & Housing Department under SPUR-UTAST (experience 
certificate attached given by Municipal Commissioner Patna Nagar Nigan ) , Bihar Urban Infrastructure 
Development Corporation (BUDICo) (experience attached given by BUIDCO PD) and Bihar Skill 
Development Mission
 (certificate attached give by Principal Secretary Labour Department GoB)
SO requesting you to please add marks for same and consider my candidate for further process.

Grievance Considered additional 30 marks will be awarded 30 Marks 

4 17103392
sharda Nandan 

Raju 

Link for View SC List and View Overall List are pointing to same document  for IT expert.
Both are pointing to IT Expert_Overall Fit_SC Candidate.pdf

Please correct them.

Thanks for updating us. Issue has been rectified and solved.
No Change

5 17101906 Ashutosh Kumar

 As on your portal, there is no available list for overall candidates for the position of IT Expert on your 
portal.By mistake SC candidates list is uploaded twice on both lists & SC as well as same with Overall 
candidates list. kindly rectify and upload the appropriate file in the same link as soon as possible where 
we can view the re-validated scores and application status post screening by you.

Thanks for updating us. Issue has been rectified and solved.
No Change

6 17102608 arun kumar

My educational qualification and Experience is as expected, please let us know the reason for rejection 
. My educational qualification is MCA (As required).
2. I had worked in iQor since 2008, However i got promotion multiple time so designation changed time 
to time.
3. I had provided salary slip , As iQor is US MNC, so company providing salary BI-Monthly  each 15 Day's.
 (1-15 salary on or before 22nd of each Month) and 16-31 on or before 7th of each month.)
So, we have two salary slip for each month.
4.  Initial offer letter and last change letter already shared, we have 176000 is variable part other then 
offer letter.

Grievance Considered

Revaildated Score-

Post Qualification: Less than 10 Years(5 Marks will be awarded for each 
completed year after 8 years)

Total Revalidated Score-5+0(Bilateral/Multilateral/State/Central Government 
Organization)
Total  Online Score-5 (Post Qualification Experience)

Changes will be incorporated in Final Merit List.

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process
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7 17104363 manish kumar "View PDF" option is not available besides IT Expert position.

Minimum eligibility for the position is Bachelor’s degree or higher (full time) in 
Computer Science / IT / Electronics OR Master’s degree (full time) in Computer 
Application and you have done MCA from IGNOU. Hence we could not take your 
candidature forward

No Change

8 17103306 Manish Kumar I am unable to find my application with the application number 17103306 for IT Expert. Please check your application status in List of candidates not eligible for the IT 
Expert position.

No Change

9 171018 Debasish Dutta

I want to inform you about grievance regarding my score for IT Expert (Phase-IV) of BVM. Presently My 
total Online Score is 30.

    I have got only 5 marks among 40 for "Minimum 8 years Post qualification score in It Sector". But I am 
working in IT sector for more than 13 years. Among which 2 years in core IT companies and 11 years in 
Government sector for IT activities / E-Governance. Then how can only 5 is justified for me?
    In the field name " Experience of working with state / central government / bilateral / multilateral 
organizations" I have got only 25 among 30. But I have more than 11 years of experience in only 
Government sector. Hence I can desire full 30 marks. Please look into matter.
    In NIRF Ranking field, my score is 0. But as per your scoring guideline for institute ranking up to 50 will 
get 20 marks. I have passed my M.Sc in It from Visva Bharati University, Shantiniketan which ranked 31. 
Then how can I have got 0? Here also I desire 20 marks more.
    In the field "Education higher than Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science / IT / Electronics or higher 
than Master’s degree" I have got 0. But as you know I have done M.Tech in IT from Karnataka State Open 
University (KSOU), then how it is scored as 0? I know the course was in distance mode, but I can desire at-
least 5 marks for that among 10.
    In the remarks field you have made opinion that "Candidate doesn't have Experience of working with 
state / central government / bilateral / multilateral organizations". But as per my submitted CV I have 
more than 11 years work experience in Government sector. 8 years in Govt of West Bengal. 1.5 Years in 
Govt of Jharkhand and last 1.5 years in Govt of India. Hence this remarks is just not appropriate for me. 

I therefore request you to kindly re-validate my score so that I can proof my ability before Interview board.

The CV that I had sent to BVM, is also attached again with this mail.

Thanks & Regards

Your name was mentioned in Not fit for further evaluation Process. We request 
you to use  Official IID in application form d.dutta.online@gmail.com in order to 
avoid confusion as there are many candidates with same name. Grievance 
considered and we are moving you to Fit for further evaluation process based on 
details mentioned in application form

Revalidated Score is as follows: 

Preferred marking on post-qualification experience in IT Sector: Max 40 marks-
13 Year of experience -25 Marks(5 Marks for each additional completed years) 
Awarded
5 marks for each additional completed year (over minimum 8 year exp) 

Experience of working with state / central government / bilateral / multilateral 
organizations (e.g. World bank, DFID, UNDP, ADB) in IT Development / IT Support 
- Max 30 marks-30 Marks
5 marks for each completed year of such experience

Bachelor’s degree or higher (full time) in Computer Science / IT / Electronics or 
Master’s degree (full time) in Computer Application from any of the institutes as 
published under the National Institutional Ranking Framework issued by MHRD 
and / or QS World University Rankings, as updated from time to time - Max 20 
marks- 20 Marks awarded

Total Revalidated Score:25+30+20+10-85 Marks

Education higher than Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science / IT / Electronics or 

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process

10 17104295 Govind Kumar

 Good morning!
           I am Govind kumar, i had applied the job for position of IT Expert,application number is 17104295.i 
checked the website then it shows "Not Available".Please provide the application status and score,if 
available.

You had applied for the position of IT Expert in Bihar Vikas Mission. You can use 
application ID and visit at www.mancerbvm.com and see your application status.

Note: If you have any queries, Please write back to us by 05th Feb 2017(05:00 
PM)

No Change
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11 17101906 Ashutosh Kumar

  As I am sharing my grievance in below mentioned tracker.
I have acquired more than 12 years of post-qualification experience in IT Sector - Max Marks 40
Experience of working for central government department of NIC/NICSI/UIDAI & AIIMS - Max Marks 30
MCA  form Birla Institute Ranchi as published under NIRF 2017 ranked below 50 - Max Marks 10
Educational Qualification MCA - Max Marks 10
Re-Validated my Score should be 100/100 after post screening by you but i am not fit for the further 
evaluation whereas my Name is not mentioned in your provisional list by you
Request you to please kindly re-check my scores and application status also

Grievance accepted. You have 12 years of experience Hence for additional you 
have additional 4 years of experience above 8 Years. Total Marks awarded will 
be 20. In Experience of working for central government department of 
NIC/NICSI/UIDAI & AIIMS -30 Marks will be awarded 20 Marks will be awarded 
for NIRF ranked institute. No Higher qualification marks will be awarded as you 
don't have higher qualification than MCA and MCA is required for meeting 
essential criteria.

Total Revalidated Score awarded:
20+30+20-70

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process

12 17105094 tripti ranjan
1  My Name not in this list
  In list you mention name whose score 0. Why my name not on this lis

Minimum Eligibility for IT Expert is 8 Years of experience which could not be 
established from details mentioned in application form. Hence we are not able 
to take your candidature forward. Merit List contains list of candidates who 
meet essential criteria irrespective of their scores.

No Change

13 1710435 NIKHIL SINGH

 My score is not showing in provisional merit list. my application id is  1710435 . please share me all 
details regarding not showing in merit list.
 My score is not showing in provisional merit list. my application id is  1710435 . please share me all 
details regarding me not showing in merit list. candidates who get Total Revalidated Score zero 0  is also 
available in merit list while my status is not available . please share about me.

Minimum Eligibility for IT Expert is 8 Years of experience which could not be 
established from details mentioned in application form. Hence we are not able 
to take your candidature forward. Merit List contains list of candidates who 
meet essential criteria irrespective of their scores.

No Change

14 1710958 Amit Kumar

I donot understand for which job you are actually talking. Kindly provide me the id
my name is amit kumar
dob: 18.10.1976
father's name: santosh kumar gupta

You had applied for the position of IT Expert in Bihar Vikas Mission. You can use 
application ID and visit at www.mancerbvm.com and see your application status.

No Change

15 17105710
siddharth arnab 

sarkar

Sir, I have well over 8 years of experience in this sector including multinationals, iNGOs, UN system and 
government
Sir, I have a Master of Engineering in Information Management (which deals with IT system Design, 
Databases, Knowledge Management & Retrieval, Project Management, etc )

You have total experience of less than 9 Years hence no additional score 
provided in that section. You have worked directly with government Project 
deputation for 5 years. Hence 25 marks have been already awarded. 10 
additional marks for higher education will be awarded.

10 Marks will be 
awarded
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16 17103645 prakash singh

I would like to request you that i am surprised to see that my name/candidature doesn't appear in the 
latest/revised merit list which was uploaded on january 28 2018.
However, it is no exaggeration to mention here that in the previous merit list i was among the selected 
candidates on the basis of merit.
   I have over more than 8 years that is 11 years of experience in IT Sector.Which includes as,
1. Worked as Software Engineer for 2 years
2. Worked as Dean-IT Services for 7 years
3. worked on World Bank funded projects for 1.5 years.
4. Worked as Dean(Admin.) in a state sponsored college for 1.5 years.
5. I am PhD (IT) awarded Scholar.
    On the basis of the above criteria i full-feel requisite criteria that is experience in IT-Sector.What i feel 
that IT-Sector is getting mismatched with IT-Company.I would like to request you to crystal clear the issue  
IT-Sector & IT-Company, however the BIhar VIkas Mission ,itself is not IT-Company.There is no co-
relativity between the uploaded marketing scheme for shortlisting the candidature and the overall merit 
list I eagerly wait for your positive response.
With Thanks.Regards
Dr. Prakash Kumar
JRU,Ranchi
+91 9973997395

Grievance considered. Your candidature is moved from Not Fit to Fit for further 
evaluation Process
(1). SBPL,Noida (from 04/07/2005 to 03/01/2007) as S/W Engg.(Considered
(2). LIET, Alwar (from 19/01/2007 to 31/10/2013) as Dean- IT 
Services.(Considered).

Rest of experience is in academics hence cannot be treated as IT Sector 
experience.

Revalidated Scores Awarded-0 (As total Post qualification experience in IT sector 
is 8 Years only no additional Score)The organizations with which you have 
worked cannot be considered as Bilateral/Multilateral/State/Central 
Government. Hence no additional score will be awarded. Secondly PHD should 
be full time to provide additional score for the same .

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process

17 17104363 manish kumar May I know the reason of not fit for further evaluation,Please look into it

Minimum eligibility for the position is Bachelor’s degree or higher (full time) in 
Computer Science / IT / Electronics OR Master’s degree (full time) in Computer 
Application and you have done MCA from IGNOU. Hence we could not take your 
candidature forward.

No Change

18 1710174
MADHUPARNA 

DAS

Please find attached Excel sheet.
I have around 9.5 years IT relevant experience in central & state govt. I have necessary supporting 
documents w.r.t these experience.

Additional 5 marks  will be awarded for additional 1 completed year of 
experience and changes will be incorporated in final merit list.

5 Marks will be 
awarded

19 17107115
SANJEEV KUMAR 

SINGH

My total score of online was 10 int he list where they announce earlier because i am Master degree 
holder with 7+yrs of experience and my application number is 17107115 for the position of IT Expert but 
my name is not there but I go through the revalidated list and who have an online score 5 and the 
revalidated score 0 is listed on the list.
Plz address the issue and let me know, I hope I'll get fruitful result.

Minimum Eligibility for IT Expert is 8 Years of experience which could not be 
established from details mentioned in application form. Hence we are not able 
to take your candidature forward. Merit List contains list of candidates who 
meet essential criteria irrespective of their scores.
We cannot consider any experience and any additional details apart from 
application form and as experience is less than 8 years so we would not be able 
to take your candidature ahead.

No Change

20 17106450 Sachin Singh

My name is Sachin Kumar Singh and Application No. is 17106450 applied for the post of IT-Expert.
Could you please send me the score obtained by me and also what reservation criteria followed by the 
agency.
I can see in the general category only three women name are published not a single men. (Unreserved 
seat -3 and Unreserved women 1)

Could you please make it clear how you are defining the "Candidate doesn't have Experience of working 
with state / central government / bilateral / multilateral organizations ".
While I can claim that till now I have worked with top MNCs of the world.

You can check Score Online by using your Application ID or Name in Merit List of 
candidates fit for further Evaluations Process. Secondly, Reservation criteria is 
not decided by Agency it is as per the rule of Bihar Government. 
State/Central/Bilateral/Multilateral Experience refers to State/Central 
government and bilateral or multilateral experience refer to organization like 
World bank, DFID, UNDP, ADB.

No Change
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21 17103518 manoj kumatr

Dear Colleagues,
Greetings for the day!.
I am raising concern about marking criteria.
I am wondering about your marking criteria.Please cross check again and re validate my score card. 
My application ID : 17103518  IT Expert

I have concern about score :
I got score -- 10 -- for Post Qualification Experience 

I  have 11+ years IT Development/Support experience in World  Multinational (Multilateral) Companies.
IBM (International Business Machine Head Quarter : USA ) . Presence 100+ Countries World wide .
SAP (System Application & products in Data Processing : Germany ) . Presence 50+ Countries World wide .
TCS (Tata Consultancy Services  Bangalore ) . India/Aisa Number one IT Company.

(Worked with IT Development/Support with Different vendors - Telecom, Bank, IS Oil& Gas ,ERP , Life 
Sciences Companies -- GSK UK ).

Experience of working with
state / central government /
bilateral / multilateral
organizations (e.g. World bank,
DFID, UNDP, ADB) in IT
Development / IT SupportMax
30 marks
 5 marks for each completed
year of such experience    ---> Got 0 Marks ----> As per marking criteria i should get 5 marks for each year. 
IBM, SAP Labs (SAP Research& Development Unit) , TCS --. All are MNCs /Multilateral providing 
support/services/Development for different countries government. Provides support for Bihar 

We have to provide candidates as per the Job description. You have 10 Years of 
experience for which already 10 marks have been awarded. No marks can be 
provided  for higher education as it is clearly mentioned in Preferred marking 
criteria.that score can be awarded if candidate has Education higher than 
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science / IT / Electronics or higher than Master’s 
degree (full time) in Computer Application.

Secondly Multilateral Organizations are those which obtain their funding from 
multiple governments and spend it on projects in various countries. They 
normally require job-seekers to have specialized training in relevant fields such 
as public health, economics, business and social or behavioral sciences, as well as 
prior experience.. 

We can understand you are working with Multinational companies but it cannot 
be considered in multilateral organization category and No additional score can 
be awarded in this category.

Note; For any further queries, Please write back to us by 07th Feb 2017 02:00 
PM.

No Change

22 17101546 Navin Ra

As per the marking criteria, I have completed my Bachelor's degree from computer science and have 
around 6 years of experience in IT field but still didn't get any marks in the marking list and not selected. 
I am attaching my BCA certificate with the email for the position of IT Expert- 17101546, please have a 
check and return back with the details.

Minimum eligibility  for the position is 8 Years of post qualification experience in 
IT Sector and You have 6 years of experience in IT Filed so we would not be able 
to take your candidature forward.
Note: If you have any queries, Please write to us by 07th Feb 2018(02:00 PM

No Change

23 1710966 Sharique Shahid

Please look below mention Grievance Redressal of Application 1710966 for IT Expert.

  I have  8 years of post-qualification experience in IT sector so I Should get  Max 40 marks ,  5 marks for 
each additional completed year  (over    minimum 8 year exp)   but I  got zero marks   So Please check it 
,My Post-qualification  Experience Document  already uploaded on your web portal and same has been 
attached with this mail.
             I am looking forward to your reply. Please do the needful .Thanks In Advance

Minimum Eligibility is 8 Years of experience, Additional score can be awarded if 
you have additional years of experience and you have 8 years of experience 
hence no additional score can be awarded.

No Change

24 1710206 vinay maurya
Revalidated score has been shown zero however  I have completed post graduation (MBA in IT ) after  my 
graduation (B.Tech in IT)

Document attached in application form doesn't highlight your MBA is in IT so no 
additional score can be awarded.

No Change

25 17107426 saurabh prasad

Marks has not been allocated for my e-Governance/IT projects  experience for   State Government  from  
Jan 2006 onwards 
It is my request to consider my experience in e-Governance  Project/IT Projects   to allocate marks .  I 
have been working with State Government Since Jan -2006 

You have been associated with such organizations  as per the details mentioned 
in application form which cannot be considered as 
State/Central/bilateral/multilateral Organization. No additional score can be 
awarded.

No Change
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26 17102857
SATISH KUMAR 

BHARDWAJ

My Master and Bachelor degree in Computer Application is Full Time (Regular Course),. how have you said 
it not a full time.I have  done the full time Bachelor and Master Degree in Computer Application.

In application form You had attached BCA certificate  in Essential Educational  
Qualification Area and hence your candidature was not considered as BCA is not 
the minimum eligibility criteria so other section of application form was not 
reviewed post checking essential education criteria document.

We have found MCA certificate attached in Relevant Higher Education certificate 
your Grievance is being considered. 

Re validated Score post review will be as follows:

Score on Post qualification Experience(Based on Experience over 8 Years):0
Score on experience of working with State/Central/Bilateral/Multilateral 
Organization:30
NIRF Ranking Score-0 (MCA not done  from institute ranked in NIRF List)
Higher Education Marks-0 (Criteria is Education higher than Bachelor’s degree in 
Computer Science / IT / Electronics or higher than Master’s degree (full time) in 
Computer Application)
 
Total Revalidated Score:30

Changes will be incorporated in Final Merit List.

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process

27 17106839 Prabhat Singh

I had uploaded my BE certificate which shows convocation date 2010 (which happens  one year after the 
passing date). Somebody from Mancerconsulting  called and asked for my final year mark sheet which 
shows my final year passing date  within 48 hours and i sent  my document immediately which shows my 
passing date on  documents@mancerconsulting.com  and clarify that certificate which i uploaded shows 
the convocation date and my final year passing date on my Marksheet and check it but still my Application 
rejected because of that. So kindly check my document which i sent on 10th January to 
documents@mancerconsulting.com and kindly re-consider my application. Marks Not given for working in 
Govt Organization.I uploaded my experience letter of working in Govt Sector
( CITY AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF MAHARASHTRA)

Grievance considered, Moved to Fit for further Evaluation Process.

Revalidated Score:

Post Qualification experience in IT Sector-0
Experience with State/Central/Bilateral/Multilateral Organization-15
Total Revalidated Score-15

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process

28 17106466 Vikas Kumar 

I have grievance regarding marks given for criteria i.e Minimum 8 years of post-qualification experience in 
IT sector (5 marks for each additional completed year (over minimum 8 year exp)) . I have around 17 years 
of IT experience after my B.Tech. So, i should have been awarded 40 marks but only 20 marks has been 
awarded.
                                I request to please look into my grievance.

Grievance considered. Additional 20 marks will be awarded for post qualification 
experience.

20 Marks Awarded
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29 17101200 Sanjay Kumar 

My application for the IT expert has been rejected with reason " Claims made in application form could 
not be established from documents attached". Could you please share which document i have not 
provided against claim ? I have provided all related document like education, experience etc.

I have completed BE in Computer Technology with having more than 10 years of experience.
Kindly share which document has been not provided against claim

 We are considering your Grievance and moving your candidature to Fit for 
further Evaluation Process/

You will scores in Following Section

Post Qualification: Less than 11 Years(10 Marks will be awarded for each 
completed year after 8 years)

Institute/University Ranked in NIRF List-10 Marks will be awarded

Total Revalidated Score-20
Total  Online Score-10

Changes will be incorporated in Final Merit List.

Moved to Fit for 
further Evaluation 

Process

30 171074 Bharat Bhushan

I have the following experience in IT sector post qualification and I have submitted the experience 
certificate also for the same but I have got only 10 Marks , where as I must have the max marks i.e  40 
under this field At all positionMinimum 8 years of post-qualification experience in IT sector Max 40 marks 
5 marks for each additional completed year (over minimum 8 year exp)
 I have worked under IT Department of the organisation and so kindly  consider  my experience of Total 
124 Months and hence I am suitable for getting 40 Marks under above  field.

Total Experience is 10 years and 4 months experience hence 2 additional years 
above 8 minimum required years of experience in IT Sector. You have been 
already awarded 10 Marks. No additional marks will be awarded.

No Change

31 1710458 Sunil Dubey
Related to Educational qulification - AMIE course is approved by AICTE,Govt. of INDIA,MHRD and this is 
equivalent to B.E/B.Tech regular/Full time course.Here attached the documents related to approval of this 
course and can be considered my candidature for further evaluation.

AMIE must be a AICTE recognized course but it cannot be considered as full time 
course/ Hence we would not be able to take your candidature forward.

No Change

32 17102428 Imtiyaz Ansari

 don't understand the reason of re-validation of my application. Now what is the next process of my 
application. I have below query to understand the exact status of my candidature.

1) As per the "Minimum 8 years of post-qualification experience in IT sectorMax 40 marks 5 marks for 
each additional completed year (over minimum 8 year exp)". I have completed MBA in Oct-Nov-2011 then 
my post -qualification score should be 30 marks but it is calculated 10 marks only.

2) Remarks is mention that "Additional Score was given in Post qualification experience in IT Sector and 
Experience with state government" but not mention Central Government experience. I have closely 
worked with Department of Post more that 06 years. 

Kindly check my application status once again.

Application ID : 17102428 

I will truly appreciate your efforts in this regard. 

Thank You.

Total experience is 10 years and for additional 2 years  already 10 marks have 
been awarded. Hence no additional marks will be awarded.

No Change
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33 17101910 Sudarshan Ram
I am Sudarshan Ram , Graduate hons and MCA .I have More than 11 years Experience.  I want to know my 
below grievances . so please check my grievances because I have some confusion. You know better but I 
am sending to you.

Total experience is 10 years and for additional 2 years you have already awarded 
10 marks. sp no additional marks will be awarded.

No Change

34 17103109 sweta dwivedi

For Past 8 years I am working with a  private organization / multinational corporation. wells Fargo 
(Current company) is USA based bank. Before that I worked with royal Bank Of Scotland as Client. I also 
have worked with fidelity financial Services. This is also a bank. Please see if this could be considered  and 
provide marks on this basis if applicable.

You have worked with multinational organizations but it cannot be treated as 
bilateral/multilateral/state/central government. Hence no additional score will 
be awarded.

No Change

35 17103151 Bhanu Prakash
You are requested to kindly re validate my score as  I do have the experience of serving Government 
organisations as consultant in Delhi Police  , Ministry of Health and iCISA (CAG Wing).

2 Years deputation considered. Additional 10 Marks will be awarded
10 Marks will be 

awarded

36 17107492 Lalan Mishra

Experience score is not correct (I have 11 years of experience so I must get 15 marks (8 years in CGI and 
3+ years in Policybazaar)
  Experience working with MNC CGI (have 8 years of experience working with MNC CGI on government 
projects)
I am attaching once more CGI certificates and PB offer letter and latest salary slips. I had recently sent to  
documents@mancerconsulting.com.

Kindly let me know if you receive and confirm my claim. Awaiting your response.
In my previous organization (CGI) I was working as a lead analyst where i was responsible for all end to 
end software delivery. I had worked in may projects including some high end project like FIFA and AEGON 
BANK. My assignment was purely technical where I was working as a software developer to technical lead.
I worked from 2006 to 2014 and I have attached relieving letter where it is clearly mentioned my joining 
date and relieving date.

Next I started working with PolicyBazaar, an Indian company with turn over of more than 800 crores with 
2500+ people. Here I am working as a senior technical manager and my responsibility includes again full 
stack development and delivery. I have attached joining letter and last 2 months salary slips.

Do let me know if you require any other info. I expect fair marking on my candidature.Thanks in advance.

Regards,

You will be awarded additional 10 marks for post qualification experience and 
Your employers as per the details mentioned in application form could not be 
considered as State/Central/Bilateral/Multilateral Organization.

10 Marks will be 
awarded

37 17104487 Sunil Kumar

I worked 5 year 5 months in ICAR_National Academy of Agricultural Research Management (NAARM), 
Hyderabad as Research Associate under National Agricultural Innovation Project (NAIP-World Bank 
Project). It is the Department of Agricultural Research and Education, Ministry of Agriculture government 
of India. On the basis of this World Bank Project please provide 10 marks additional.I am working in 
Aryabhatta Knowledge University, Patna since 4 years 1 month (Oct ’17) as Section Officer, it is also a 
State government University, established by government of Bihar.

Therefore total I have 9 years 6 months experience in state/central government sector, so please provide 
me 30 marks for this, I hope you will recognize and revalidate my score and proud to your rest evaluation 
process.

We can consider your ICAR as State/Central/Bilateral experience, but Aryabhatta 
Knowledge University cannot be considered in the State/Central/Bilateral 
experience.

Additional 25 marks will be awarded.

25 Marks will be 
awarded

38 17101564 Satya Prakash
  Points not allotted for NIRF ranking of my collage
  Points allotted for 10 years of experience whereas I have 11 years of experience.

Exact experience as per the details mentioned in application form  is 10  Years 10 
months experience not 11 years so no additional score can be provided. For NIRF 
raanking additional 20 marks will be awarded.

20 Marks 
Awarded
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39 17107483 PRASHANT 
KUMAR

i am done my  bachelor's degree(full time) in computer Science.

Minimum Eligibility is Bachelor’s degree or higher (full time) in Computer Science 
/ IT / Electronics OR Master’s degree (full time) in Computer Application and You 
have done full time course in BCA which is not as per the desired criteria. We 
would not be able to take your candidature forward.

No Change

40 17107510 sidhartha suman

My score says 30 , While i have total experience is 15 + years , as mentioned in Advertisement after 8 
years experience for every each years , there will be 5 marks for every additional years .

I ahve submitted my all experience certification while applying for the same.

Additional i have completed my M tech in computer science (correspondence) . There is no marks for that 
.

Some of organizational achievements also i have attached .

Hope you will clarify my doubts about my score .

As per the details mentioned in application form your total experience is 14 
years 11 Months, Hence for 6 additional years only 30 marks can be awarded 
which have been already awarded. Secondly higher education should be full time 
to get additional score for Higher Education. Hence no additional score can be 
awarded

No Change

41 17102996
pankaj kumar 

Singh 

I applied for the post of IT expert and when i viewed my result on 
http://www.mancerconsulting.com/biharvikasmission.php, i found following remarks  against my 
candidature as mentioned below . I have total 3 Years 10 Months experience working with government 
organisation. I have total 6 Years 9 Months   corporate  experience ( Multinational  Company ) . Please  
Update and re-validate my score at earliest .

Your Punjab High Court experience has been already considered as 
State/Central/bilateral/multilateral organization experience as in application 
form you have provided Pyramid IT consulting document which shows that you 
are deployed in KPMG doesn't show you are deployed in any Government 
Project.

Hence no additional score can be awarded

No Change

42 17104807 Sanjeev Kumar 
I am holding Bachelor Degree full time in Electronics but my candidature is  rejected.Provisional list of 
candidate Not fit for further evaluation process – 77. 

Grievance considered, We will move your candidature to Fit for further 
evaluation process.

Re validated Score Awarded will be as follows:

Score awarded on Post qualification experience -5( For 9.9 Years of experience )

Total Revalidated Score-5

No Change

43 17104114 Raja Sharma

I am having total years of experience is 10 years in IT field and also mentioned in the resume provided to 
you earlier, but marks given to me for this is 0. As per your scoring criteria I should get 40 marks
I have worked with Bihar Govt. for Mudra Project for 2.5 yrs, but the marks given to me is 0. As per 
scoring criteria I should get at least 12.5 marks.

As per the details mentioned in application form total years of post qualification 
experience is less than 9 years so no additional score provided on post 
qualification experience. Secondly you have not been directly employed by any 
State/Central/bilateral/multilateral Organization. Hence no additional  Score 
awarded.

No Change

44 17101445 Mohammad Irfan

I have more than 9.6 years of experience in IT post qualification at the time of Application and I didn't get 
5 marks for each additional completed year.  I have total around 12 years of experience in which 9.6 years 
in IT Industry at the time of application submission.After completing my Master's degree, I had worked 
with New Delhi Muncipal Council School as Post Graduate Teacher of Computer Science.  Currently I am 
working with Capgemini which is a big Multinational Organization, but I got only 15 marks in your Marking 
scheme against post-qualification Exp, I couldn't understand this. Also I had provided all the necessary 
documents which was required to claim my candidature.I would like to add one more point against my 
Application, NIFR ranking of my University Jamia Hamdard is 18th from where I did Master in Computer 
Science.

You have 9.6 Years qualification experience, Hence 1 completed additional year 
of experience you have so 5 marks awarded. Secondly you have been already 
awarded 20 maximum possible marks for NIRF ranked institute. Secondly you 
have not worked with State/Central/bilateral/multilateral organizations. No 
additional score will be awarded.

No Change
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45 17107352 Avinash Anand 

Sorry, I had not seen this communication and could see it only now.
My Application No is 17107352 and my score is 35.

My query is by mistake I have selected General category while filling this application.
I belong to SC category. Please find attached my caste certificate for the same.
Is it possible to consider my evaluation in SC category.

Also, please let me know what is the next step? Is it we need to appear for some exam or interview?

It not possible to change details mentioned in application form. You will be 
treated as a General Candidate. You will updated regarding further Proceedings 
by email.

No Change

46 17107317 Ashish Narayan

I checked my application number in the list of IT Expert position but in my application number mentioned 
under rejected list and reason for rejection is  Claims made in application form could not be established 
from documents attached .

I am not able to understand the reason of rejection .could you please specify the exact reason for rejection

Minimum Eligibility is 8 Years and You have less than 8 years of experience as 
mentioned in application form. Hence we would not be able to take your 
candidature forward.

No Change
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